BUILD YOUR OWN REPORT

Create custom
reporting for your
company’s critical data
in limitless formats
The Build Your Own Report (BYOR) feature in the
DIRECTOR® platform is an advanced, easy to use
custom reporting solution which allows users to
create data-driven reports in any format. Data can
be turned into reporting specific to an organisation,
with report templates that help clearly identify
significant patterns to make data actionable.

Extensive filtering capabilities helps users make
critical decisions to support the business.
Within a fleet, there are a variety of team members
who require reporting. Provide teams the reports
they need, in the format best suited to them. With
BYOR, there is extensive flexibility to create multiple
reports in a variety of formats.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Flexible Reporting — With a wide range of report
types available, from bar to chart to graph and more,
you can easily create reporting that best suits the
needs of your organisation.

Your Data Elements — Use your measurable vehicle
and driver data to manage your business, such as
distances travelled, idle time and duration, odometer
tracking, overspeed duration, over the speed limit.

Strong Visualisation — With BYOR, there is access to
an extensive number of visual formats. Data can be
quickly converted into easy to read color-coded visual
reports that make it easy for users to easily view critical
trends and manage key performance indicators.

Easy to Use — The simple drag-and-drop interface
allows users to select and display key measures, such
as a vehicle’s total stops or travel distance, enabling
them to monitor and manage efficient vehicle use,
repair costs and more.

Extensive Filtering — The filtering capabilities in BYOR
go beyond standard reporting, to provide users the
ability to bring data together in a comprehensive
format that allows them to zero in on the exact answer
to questions about their business. Fleet names, vehicle
information, driver information, sites and time are all
examples of available filtering.

Compare critical data over time — View fleet
efficiency and performance improvements across any
number of operations, including engine use, which can
be compared and plotted as trends for a specific time
or a period of time.

Custom Reports — Easily create custom reports,
including capacity utilisation for top distances
travelled, historical and current data for late starting
vehicles, fuel utilisation against distance travelled and
lowest on-time drivers (to manage by exception).
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